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As we enter the 21st century, many countries of the South are in a state of economic crisis, with once optimistic visions of the future cruelly dashed by rising mass poverty, inequality and hunger. At the same time, working peoples of the North find their living standards declining. Dark Victory reveals the roots of these global trends in a sweeping strategy of global economic rollback unleashed by the US to shore up the North's domination of the international economy and reassert corporate control. Hailed as a classic study of global poverty, Dark Victory is one of the best analyses of structural adjustment, from all sides. Bello argues that lower barriers to imports, removal of restrictions on foreign investments, privatization of state owned activities, reduction in social welfare spending, and wage cuts and devaluation of local currencies - all conditions of structural adjustment loans from the North - have had disastrous consequences. Written initially in 1994, Bello et al reintroduce the themes of global poverty in a profound epilogue in light of the Asian Financial Crisis. In 1997, nine years after the biggest surprise of the twentieth century, the collapse of the socialism, came its second biggest surprise: the implosion of the Asian 'tiger economies' that had been regarded almost universally as the 'engine' of the world economy in the first decades of the twenty-first century. He explains the fragility of these economies and argues that this was not an 'Asian' crisis but rather a global emerging market crisis resulting from a development process sustained not principally by domestic savings and investment but by the huge infusions of foreign capital. Bello historically situates liberal ideology and the strategies of containment, the debt crisis, 1980's Reaganism and the past decades of global rollbacks bringing the discussion from that of the 'North-South' discourse to that of the United States and Global Poverty.
Structural adjustment policies were put in place, cutting spending and reducing government involvement in the nut industry and elsewhere. However, things got worse. At the same time rich countries, such as the US, were subsidizing their own nut (and other) industries, allowing them to gain in market share around the world. The health care systems inherited by most African states after the colonial era were unevenly weighted toward privileged elites and urban centers. In the 1960s and 1970s, substantial progress was made in improving the reach of health care services in many African countries. Most African governments increased spending on the health sector during this period. Dark Victory reveals the roots of these global trends in a sweeping strategy of global economic rollback unleashed by the US to shore up the North's domination of the international economy and reassert corporate control. Click here to view the full book description. Stay in the loop with Food First! Get our independent analysis, research, and other publications you care about to your inbox for free! Sign up for news and updates. Additional information. Weight.